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1 IntrodutionIn the k-median problem we are given a set N of n points in a metri spae and a positive integer k:The objetive is to loate k medians (failities) among the points so that the sum of the distanesfrom eah point in N to its losest median is minimized. The k-median problem is a well-studied,NP-hard problem whih falls into the general lass of lustering problems: partition a set of pointsinto lusters so that the points within a luster are lose to eah other with respet to someappropriate measure. Moreover k-median is losely related to unapaitated faility loation, abasi problem in the operations researh literature (see, e.g., [10℄). In the latter problem exeptfor the set N of points we are given also a ost i for opening a faility at point i: The objetiveis to open an unspei�ed number of failities at a subset of N so as to minimize the sum of theost to open the failities (faility ost) plus the ost of assigning eah point to the nearest openfaility (servie ost). In this paper we provide a fast approximation sheme for the problem whenthe input lies in a Eulidean spae. A �-approximation algorithm for a minimization problem,� > 1; omputes in time polynomial in the input size a feasible solution of ost at most � times theoptimum. An approximation sheme omputes for any �xed " > 0; a (1 + ")-approximatte feasiblesolution in time polynomial in the input size and 1=":1.1 Previous WorkThe suession of results for k-median is as follows. Lin and Vitter [18℄ used their �ltering tehniqueto obtain a solution of ost at most (1+") times the optimum but using (1+1=")(ln n+1)k medians.They later re�ned their tehnique to obtain a solution of ost 2(1+") while using at most (1+1=")kmedians [17℄. The �rst non-trivial approximation algorithm that ahieves feasibility as well, i.e.uses k medians, ombined the powerful randomized algorithm by Bartal for approximation of metrispaes by trees [3, 4℄ with an approximation algorithm by Hohbaum for k-median on trees [14℄. Theratio thus ahieved is O(log n log logn): This algorithm was subsequently re�ned and derandomizedby Charikar et al. [6℄ to obtain a guarantee of O(log k log log k): Reently, Charikar and Guha andindependently Tardos and and Shmoys reported the �rst onstant-fator approximations [8℄. Inontrast, the unapaitated faility loation problem, in whih there is no a priori onstraint on thenumber of failities, seems to be better understood. Shmoys, Tardos and Aardal [21℄ gave a 3:16approximation algorithm. This was later improved by Guha and Khuller [13℄ to 2:408 and to 1:736by Chudak [9℄. After the �rst publiation of this work [16℄ some additional results on k-medianand faility loation appeared in [7, 15℄.In this paper we fous on the ase when the underlying metri is Eulidean. Until the work ofArora, Raghavan and Rao [2℄, this ase was not known to be any easier to approximate than ageneral metri. These authors gave a randomized polynomial-time approximation sheme for k-median when the points lie on the Eulidean plane [2℄. For any �xed " > 0; their algorithm outputsa (1 + ")-approximation with probability 1� o(1) and runs in O(nknO(1=") log n) time, worst ase.For faility loation they gave an approximation sheme with running time O(n1+O(1=") log n):This development followed the breakthrough approximation shemes of Arora [1℄ for the TravelingSalesman Problem and other geometri problems. While the work in [2℄ used tehniques from theTSP approximation sheme, the di�erent struture of the optimal solutions for k-median and TSPneessitated the development of a new struture theorem to hierarhially deompose solutions.We elaborate further on this issue during the exposition of our results in the next paragraph. Thedependene of the running time ahieved by the methods of Arora, Raghavan and Rao on 1=" ispartiularly high. For example, the approximation sheme an be extended to higher-dimensioninstanes but runs in quasi-polynomial time O(n(log n=")d�2) for a set of points in Rd with �xed2



d > 2:1.2 Results and TehniquesResults. We provide a randomized approximation sheme for k-median on the Eulidean plane.For any �xed " > 0; our sheme outputs in expetation a (1 + ")-approximate solution, in timeO�2O�1+ log(1=")" �n log k logn�worst ase. Our time bound represents a drasti improvement on the result in [2℄. For any �xedauray " desired, the dependene of the running time on 1=" translates to a (large) onstanthidden in the near-linear asymptoti bound O(n log n log k) ompared to the exponent of a termpolynomial in n in the bound of Arora, Raghavan and Rao. Moreover, for inputs in Rd; ouralgorithm extends to yield a running time ofO�2O�(1+ log(1=")" )d�1�n log k log n�whih yields for the �rst time a polynomial-time approximation sheme for any �xed d > 2: Theideas behind the new k-median algorithm yield also improved, nearly linear-time, approximationshemes for unapaitated faility loation. Our time bounds for the latter problem hold underthe assumption that a polynomial in n approximation is available for the value of the servie ost.An example of suh a ase is when all the inter-point distanes are polynomially related. We nowelaborate on the tehniques we use to obtain our results.Tehniques. A ontribution of this paper lies in the new ideas we introdue to overome thelimitations of the approah employed by Arora, Raghavan and Rao in [2℄. To desribe these ideaswe sketh �rst some previous developments, starting with the breakthrough results in [1℄ (see also[19℄ for a di�erent approximation sheme for Eulidean TSP).A basi building blok for Arora's results on TSP [1℄ was a struture theorem providing insightinto how muh the ost of an optimal tour ould be a�eted in the following situation. Roughlyspeaking, the plane is reursively disseted into a olletion of retangles of geometrially dereasingarea, represented by a quadtree data struture. For every box in the dissetion one plaes a �xednumber, dependent on the desired auray "; of equidistant portals on the boundary of the box. Theoptimal TSP tour an ross between adjaent retangles any number of times; a portal-respetingtour is allowed to ross only at portals. How bad an the ost of a deeted, portal-respeting,tour be ompared to the optimum? Impliitly, Arora used a harging argument on the edges in anoptimal solution to show that the edges ould be made to be portal respeting. We sketh now hisapproah whih was made expliit and applied to k-median in [2℄.Given a set of open failities a k-median solution is a set of edges assigning every point to an openfaility. We an assume that the input is surrounded by a retangle with side length polynomialin n (f. Setion 2). At level i of the dissetion, the retangles at this level with sidelength 2i areut by vertial and horizontal lines into retangles of sidelength 2i�1: The x- and y-oordinates ofthe dissetion are randomly shifted at the beginning, so that the probability that an edge e in asolution is ut at level i is O(length(e)=2i): Let m denote the number of portals along the dissetionlines. If e is ut at level i it must be deeted through a portal, paying additional ost O(2i=m):Summing over all the O(log n) levels of the deomposition, the expeted deetion ost of edge e3



in a portal-respeting solution is at mostO(log n)Xi=1 O( length(e)2i (2i=m)) (1)Seletingm = �(log n=") and applying the dissetion to the optimal solution we obtain the existeneof a portal-respeting solution of ost (1 + ")OPT: One the existene has been shown, dynamiprogramming an be used to ompute the best portal-respeting solution. The running time of thedynami programming ontains a k2O(m) term, hene the kn1=" term in the overall running time.Arora additionally used a \pathing lemma" argument to show that the TSP ould be madeto ross eah box boundary O(1=�) times. This yielded an O(n(logn)O(1=")) time algorithm forTSP. (This running time was subsequently improved by Rao and Smith to O(2O(1="2) + n logn)[20℄ while still using �(log n=") portals). The k-median method did not, however, suumb to apathing lemma argument, thus the running time for the algorithms in [2℄ remained O(knO(1=�)):Our method redues the number m of portals to O(1+ log(1=�)=�). That is, we remove the lognfator in the number of portals that appears to be inherent in Arora, Raghavan, and Rao's hargingbased methods and even in Arora's harging plus pathing based methods.Adaptive dissetion. We outline some of the ideas behind the redued value form: The omputationin (1) exploits linearity of expetation by showing that the \average" dissetion line utting anedge is short enough. The ompliated dependenies among the dissetion lines aross all O(log n)levels seem too ompliated to reason about diretly. On the other hand, when summing theexpetations aross all levels an O(log n) fator reeps in, whih apparently has to be o�set bysetting m to log n=": We provide a new struture theorem to haraterize the struture of near-optimal solutions. In ontrast to previous approahes, given a retangle at some level in thedeomposition, it seems a good idea to hoose several possible \uts" hoping that one of themwill hit a small number of segments from the optimum solution. This approah gives rise to theadaptive dissetion idea, in whih the algorithm \guesses" the struture of the part of the solutionontained in a given retangle and tunes aordingly the generation of the sub-retangles reatedfor the next level of the dissetion. In the k-median problem the guess onsists of the area ofthe retangle whih is empty of failities. Let L be the maximum side length of the sub-retangleontaining failities. Cutting lose to the middle of this sub-retangle with a line of length L should,in a probabilisti sense, mostly disset segments from the optimal solution of length 
(L); foringthem to deet by L=m = "L: A number of ompliations arise by the fat that a segment maybe ut by both horizontal and vertial dissetion lines. We note that the ost of \guessing" theempty area is inorporated into the size of the dynami programming lookup table by trying allpossible on�gurations. Given the preeminene of reursive dissetion in approximation shemes forEulidean problems ([1, 2, 20℄) we believe that the adaptive dissetion tehnique is of independentinterest and may prove useful in other geometri problems as well.Although the adaptive dissetion tehnique sueeds in reduing the required number of portalsto �(log(1=")=") and thus asymptotially improve the dependene of the running time on 1="; thedynami program has still to enumerate all possible retangles. Compared to the algorithm in [2℄we apparently have to enumerate even more retangles due to the \guess" for the areas withoutfailities. We further redue the size of the lookup table by showing that the boundaries of thepossible retangles an be appropriately spaed and still apture the struture of a near-optimalsolution.The outline of the paper is as follows. In Setion 2 we give de�nitions and preproessing steps. InSetion 3 we prove the new struture theorem and obtain the redued number of portals. In Setion4



4 we provide a modi�ed struture theorem whih yields a small size for the dynami program table.In Setion 5 we present the dynami program and some extensions of the main result.2 PreliminariesAn edge (u; v) is a line segment onneting input points u and v: Given a seletion of open failities,an assignment edge is an edge (u; v) suh that exatly one of u or v is an open faility. An assignmentis a set E of assignment edges suh that every point whih does not host a faility appears exatlyone as an endpoint. For minimum ost every point must of ourse be assigned to its losest openfaility. The sidelength of a retangle with sides parallel to the axes is the length of its largest side.We assume that the input points are on a unit grid of size polynomial in the number of inputpoints. This assumption is enfored by a preproessing phase desribed in [2℄; the preproessinginurs an additive error of O(1=n) times the optimal value, for some onstant  > 0: The assumptionis needed to ensure the depth of the reursive dissetion is O(log n): Within the same additive errorwe an assume that no two input points lie on the same vertial grid line. The latter assumptionsimpli�es the presentation.In [2℄ it is shown that if a polynomial-fator approximation is available for the value of the servieost, i.e., a range [D;nD℄ where this value must lie, then the above assumptions on the pointsan be enfored by a simple plane sweep. An algorithm to ompute this range for the k-medianproblem is the minmax lustering algorithm of Gonzalez [12℄. A faster algorithm for the sameproblem was given by Feder and Greene [11℄. The latter runs in O(n log k) time on the plane. Thetotal preproessing time for d = 2 is O(n log n): For general dimension d the preproessing time isO(dn log n+ kdd log(kdd)) [11℄.3 The Struture TheoremIn this setion we prove our basi Struture Theorem that shows the existene of approximatelyoptimal solutions with a simple struture. This theorem an yield diretly a dynami-programmingalgorithm whose running time dependene on " is no worse than 2O(log(1=")="): Our exposition fouseson 2-dimensional Eulidean instanes. It is easy to generalize to d dimensions. Given a set of pointsN and a set of failities F � N , we de�ne the greedy ost under F to be the ost of assigning eahpoint to its losest faility. If F is the set of failities open in the optimal solution, the greedy ostunder F is the optimal ost.We proeed to de�ne a reursive randomized deomposition. The deomposition uses two pro-esses: the Sub-Retangle proess, and the Cut-Retangle proess.Sub-Retangle:Input: a retangle B ontaining at least one faility.Proess: Find the minimal retangle B0 ontaining all the failities. Let its maximum sidelengthbe s: Grow the retangle by s=3 in eah dimension. We all the grown retangle B00.Output: Bs = B00 \B:Notie that B �Bs ontains no failities. If Bs 6= B; we all Bs a proper sub-retangle.Cut-Retangle:Input: a retangle B ontaining at least one faility.5



Proess: Randomly ut the retangle into two retangles with a line that is orthogonal to themiddle third of the maximal side of the retangle.Output: The two reated retangles.Remark 3.1 Given as input a retangle with onstant aspet ratio, both proesses output retangleswith onstant aspet ratio. This remark will be useful in Setion 4.The reursive method applies alternately the Sub-Retangle and Cut-Retangle proesses toprodue a deomposition of the original retangle ontaining the input. We emphasize that in thissetion we do not use an apriori random shift of the oordinate system as Arora in [1℄. The Sub-Retangle proess would diminish any randomization introdued at the beginning of the dissetion.The randomization required by the upoming Fats 3.1 and 3.2 is introdued by Cut-Retangle.We also observe that the original retangle is not neessarily overed by leaf retangles in thedeomposition, due to the sub-retangle steps.We plae m + 1 evenly spaed points on eah side of eah retangle in the dissetion, where mwill be de�ned later and depends on the auray " of the sought approximation. We all thesepoints portals. We de�ne a portal-respeting path between two points to be a path between thetwo points that only rosses retangles that enlose one of the points at portals. We de�ne theportal-respeting distane between two points to be the length of the shortest portal-respeting pathbetween the points. We begin by giving three tehnial lemmata whih will be of use in the mainStruture Theorem. Lemma 3.1 has a straightforward proof and gives the motivation behind thedeomposition. We want short assignment edges in a given solution to be separated by retanglesof small sidelength.Lemma 3.1 If the �rst retangle R in the dissetion to separate points v and w has sidelength D;the di�erene between the portal respeting distane and the geometri distane between v and w isO(D=m).We de�ne a utting line segment in the deomposition to be (i) either a line segment l that isused in the Cut-Retangle proess to divide a retangle R into two retangles or (ii) a line segmentl used to form the boundary of a proper sub-retangle R in the Sub-Retangle proedure. In bothases we say that l uts R: We de�ne the sidelength of a utting line l as the sidelength of theretangle ut by l: Observe that the length of a utting line is upperbounded by its sidelength.Lemma 3.2 If any two parallel utting line segments produed by the appliation of Cut-Retangleare within distane L, one of the line segments has sidelength at most 3L:Proof: Let l1; l2 be the two utting segments at distane L: Assume without loss of generality thatthey are both vertial, l1 is the longer of the two lines, l1 is on the left of l2 and uts a retangleR of sidelength greater than 3L into R1 and R2: Then l1 is produed �rst in the deomposition.Thus l2 is ontained within R2 (see Fig. 1a), and sine it omes seond an only ut a retangle R02ontained within R2: By the de�nition of Cut-Retangle, if s is the sidelength of R02; l2 is drawn atleast s=3 away from the left boundary of R02 whih implies s=3 � L: Thus s < 3L: 2The next lemma relates the length of a utting line segment produed by Sub-Retangle to thelength of any assignment edges it intersets. We slightly abuse terminology and say that an edge(v; f) is separated when a utting line separates v and f:Lemma 3.3 Let f be a faility. If a utting line segment � produed by Sub-Retangle intersetsan assignment edge (v; f) of length D; � has sidelength at most 5D:6
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(a) (b)Figure 1: (a) Demonstration of Lemma 3.2. (b) Case A2 in the proof of Theorem 3.1.Proof: Let R be the retangle ut by �: Observe that f must be ontained in R: Let s be thesidelength of the retangle R: Without loss of generality assume that the horizontal dimension ofR is maximal. By the de�nition of Sub-Retangle there is y < s suh that s = (5=3)y and thetwo vertial strips of width y=3 at the sides of R are empty of failities. Therefore y=3 < D whihimplies that s < 5D: 2Consider the optimal solution with k given medians among the points. In the Struture Theoremwe will prove the existene of a near-optimal solution in whih a point v is always assigned to itslosest or seond-losest median. The modi�ed ost of an assignment E is the sum over all thepoints of the portal-respeting distanes to their respetive assigned faility. Sine the StrutureTheorem assumes that the set of open failities is given, it applies more generally to unapaitatedfaility loation.We provide �rst two alulations that will be of use in the proof of the theorem.Fat 3.1 Let E(�; Z) denote the event that an edge of length � is separated by a utting line ofsidelength Z that is produed by Cut-Retangle.Pr[E(�; Z)℄ � 3�=Z:Sidelengths inrease geometrially in the dissetion. Therefore a onsequene of Fat 3.1 is thatthe probability that an edge of length � is separated by a utting line of sidelength Z or more thatis produed by Cut-Retangle is at most O((�=Z)):Fat 3.2 Let E�(�; Z) denote the event that an edge of length � is separated by a utting line ofsidelength Z or more that is produed by Cut-Retangle.Pr[E�(�; Z)℄ = O(�=Z):Theorem 3.1 (Struture Theorem) Letm > 0 be any integer and F � N a set of open failities.There is an assignment E suh that the expeted di�erene between the modi�ed ost of E and thegreedy ost C under F is O(Cmaxf1; log(m)g=m):Proof of theorem: By linearity of expetation, it suÆes to bound the expeted ost inrease for agiven assignment edge. For a point v we de�ne f 2 F as v's losest faility and assume f to be tothe right of v (without loss of generality.) We de�ne l 2 F as the losest faility to the left of v.We denote the distane from v to f by D, and the distane from v to l by L. The idea behind the7



analysis of the portal-respeting solution is that assigning v to either f or l (a deision based on theamount by whih the deomposition distorts eah distane) will be enough to show near-optimalmodi�ed ost. The proof of the theorem shows how to atually onstrut the assignment E:We assume without loss of generality that v and f are separated for the �rst time by a vertialutting line. We an turn the on�guration on its side and do the same argument if this onditiondoes not hold.The semiirle of diameter 2L entered at v and lying entirely to the left of the vertial linepassing through v is empty in its interior. Therefore we obtain:Lemma 3.4 Let the distane from a point v to its losest open faility f be D and the distanefrom v to its seond losest faility l be L: In the deomposition, v and f are not separated for the�rst time by a utting line of sidelength in the interval (8D;L=2).Proof of lemma: We know that v and l are separated by the time the sidelength of any enlosingretangle is at most L. Observe that by Lemma 3.3, a utting line of sidelength > 5D separating vand f an only be produed by Cut-Retangle. We will show that Cut-Retangle annot produesuh a utting line with sidelength in (8D;L=2):Without loss of generality we assume the relative positioning of v; f; l given above. For anyretangle of sidelength L=2 ontaining v; there are no failities to the left of v. Thus, by the Sub-Retangle proess on input of sidelength s < L=2, the left boundary of any retangle of sidelengths < L=2 that ontains v is within distane at most s=5 of v. This is beause in Sub-Retanglethe maximal retangle empty of failities is grown by at most a third in eah diretion. By theCut-Retangle proess on input of sidelength s; any utting line for a retangle box is at least s=3to the right of its left boundary whih implies that the utting line is at least s=3� s=5 = 2s=15 tothe right of v. Thus, the length D line segment annot be ut until the sidelength of the enlosingretangle is at most (15=2)D: 2We proeed to a ase analysis based on whih of the two edges (v; l) or (v; f) is separated �rstby the deomposition. Observe that (v; l) an be separated for the �rst time by either a vertial ora horizontal line. If v and f are separated for the �rst time by a line produed by Sub-Retangle,we assign v to f in E and the inrease in ost is 5D=m by Lemma 3.3. Therefore we an assume forthe remainder of the proof that v and f are �rst separated by a vertial utting line produed byCut-Retangle. Let �; � denote the lines separating for the �rst time (v; l) and (v; f) respetively.CASE A. Edge (v; l) is separated before (v; f):We will now alulate the expetation of the ost inrease for the two possible subases.CASE A1. Edge (v; l) is separated for the �rst time by a vertial utting line. We assign v to fin E: With some probability p; � has sidelength L=2 or more. By Lemma 3.4, � has sidelengthat most 8D with probability (1 � p): Therefore, by Lemma 3.1, the ost inrease is O(D=m) withprobability (1 � p): Now we turn to the ase in whih � has length L=2 or more. If � is produedby Sub-Retangle, by Lemma 3.3, � has sidelength at most 5L: If � is produed by Cut-Retangle,by Lemma 3.2 either � or � has length at most 6L: Moreover � has always length smaller than �sine it is produed seond in the dissetion. By Lemma 3.1 the ost inrease is O(L=m) regardlessof the operation produing �: By Fat 3.2, probability p is O(D=L): Therefore the expeted ostinrease for CASE A1 is at most(1� p)O(D=m) + pO(L=m) = O(D=m) +O((D=L)(L=m)) = O(D=m):Remark 3.2 The probability alulation for Case A1 depended only on the hoie of whih vertialline �rst uts (v; f). This will be useful in Setion 4 when we restrit our hoies for vertial uttinglines. 8



CASE A2. Edge (v; l) is separated for the �rst time by a horizontal utting line. We assign v to fin E: We ompute �rst the expetation of the ost inrease onditioned upon the sidelength X ofline �: See Figure 1b. By Fat 3.1, (v; f) is ut by a line of sidelength Y with probability at most3D=Y: Observe that this is true regardless of the value of X: Moreover L=2 � Y � X or by Lemma3.4, Y � 8D: The upper bound of X holds sine (v; f) is ontained in the retangle ut by �: Forsome onstant ; the onditional expeted ost inrease is bounded byXL=2�Y�Xj9i;Y=2i(D=Y )(Y=m) = O ((D=m) log(X=L)) :We now remove the onditioning on X: If line � was produed by Sub-Retangle, by Lemma 3.3 ithas length at most 5L: No matter how large the probability of this event is, by the sum above theost inrease is O(D=m): If line � is produed by Cut-Retangle, by Fat 3.1 it has sidelength Xwith probability at most 3L=X: The expetation of the ost inrease is at mostXX�Lj9i;X=2i 3(L=X) log(X=L)O(D=m) = O(D=m):Remark 3.3 To ompute the probability of the event B that � has a given sidelength Y; we onlyused the total probability theorem. We partitioned the event spae into the possible events A1; A2; : : :based on the di�erent possible values of X and then applied Pr[B℄ = Pi Pr[BjAi℄Pr[Ai℄: Thisremark will be useful in Setion 4.CASE B. Edge (v; f) is separated before (v; l).CASE B1. Edge (v; l) is separated for the �rst time by a vertial utting line. The di�erenefrom CASE A1 is that we annot argue that � has smaller sidelength than � therefore we follow adi�erent strategy. If the sidelength of � is at most mL we assign v to f else we assign v to l in E:By Lemma 3.4, if the ost inrease exeeds 8D=m the sidelength of � is L=2 or higher. By Fat3.1, there is a onstant  suh that assigning v to f yields an expeted ost inrease of[(2D=L)(L=2m) + (D=L)(L=m) + (D=2L)(2L=m) + : : :+ (D=mL)(mL=m)℄ = O(D log(m)=m):By Fat 3.2, the probability that � has a sidelength of mL or more and hene that we assign v tol is O( DmL ): In this ase Lemma 3.2 gives that the sidelength of � is at most 3(L +D): Therefore,when v is assigned to l; the expeted assignment ost (and not just the inrease) isO� DmL(L+ L=m)� = O(D=m+D=m2):Therefore, regardless of whether v is assigned to f or l the expeted ost inrease is O(D log(m)=m):CASE B2. Edge (v; l) is separated for the �rst time by a horizontal utting line. We follow thesame strategy as in Case B1: if the sidelength of � is at most mL we assign v to f else we assign vto l in E:By the same argument as in Case B1, if v is assigned to f the expeted ost inrease isO(D log(m)=m): Consider the ase where v is assigned to l: If � is produed by Sub-Retangle byLemma 3.3 it has sidelength at most 5L and hene the expeted assignment ost is O(D=m+D=m2)by a alulation similar to Case B1.If � is produed by Cut-Retangle it annot have sidelength less than L: Moreover by Fat 3.1it has sidelength X with probability at most 3L=X: X annot exeed the sidelength Y of � but for9



every possible X in the range [L; Y ℄; the onditional probability that � has sidelength X is still atmost 3L=X: Therefore we obtain that the expeted assignment ost for v isO0� XmL�Y j9i;Y=2i DmL XL�X�Y j9i;X=2i(L=X)(X +X=m)1A = O� DmL(L+ L=m)� = O(D=m+D=m2):Remark 3.4 To ompute the probability of the event B that � has a given sidelength X; we onlyused the total probability theorem. We partitioned the event spae into the possible events A1; A2; : : :based on the di�erent possible values of Y and then applied Pr[B℄ = Pi Pr[BjAi℄Pr[Ai℄: Thisremark will be useful in Setion 4.End of the proof of the Struture Theorem 24 Modifying the Struture TheoremThe Struture Theorem in the previous setion demonstrates that a portal-respeting (1+O(log(m)=m))-approximate solution exists while only plaing m portals on the boundary of the deompositionretangles. Using ideas from [2℄, Theorem 3.1 would suÆe by itself to design a dynami pro-gramming algorithm running in, say, O(2O(m)kn4) time. In this setion we show how to e�etivelybound the number of retangles to be enumerated by the dynami program and thus obtain anearly linear-time algorithm.We give �rst some de�nitions. Consider the square of sidelength T that surrounds the originalinput. We know from Setion 2 that T = O(n); for some onstant  > 0: We assume that T = m2�for some integer � and that the leftmost lower orner of the square lies at the origin of the axes. Callthe vertial (horizontal) lines whose x-oordinate (y-oordinate) is an integral multiple ofm eligible.Then, we all the vertial (horizontal) eligible lines with x-oordinate (y-oordinate) ongruent to0 mod2i; 1 � i � �; i-allowable. Note that the top and leftmost eligible lines are �-allowable, andthat any j-allowable line is i-allowable for all i < j. A retangle R of sidelength s is t-allowable ift is the maximum value suh that: any two parallel sides of R of length s lie on t-allowable linesand s � 2tm: Observe that when a retangle is t-allowable, the aspet ratio is not bounded. Thede�nition only guarantees that the smallest side has length 2tm: A retangle whih is t-allowable forsome t and all whose sides have length within a fator of 5+1=2m of eah other is alled allowable.We modify the Sub-Retangle and Cut-Retangle proesses as follows.Sub-Retangle-new:Input: An allowable retangle ontaining at least one faility.Proess: Perform the Sub-retangle proess of the previous setion. Let Bs be the omputedretangle.Output: the minimal allowable retangle that ontains Bs:Cut-Retangle-new:Input: An allowable retangle ontaining at least one faility.Proess: Choose a utting line in the middle third of the maximal side of the retangle, uniformlyat random among all lines that produe two allowable sub-retangles.Output: The two allowable sub-retangles.
10



To illuminate further Cut-Retangle-new onsider an example where it takes as input a t-allowable retangle with sidelength m2t: This implies that the retangle is a square. Let us on-sider the horizontal side as maximal. The middle third of the maximal side has bm=3 andidatet-allowable utting lines. Choosing one, yields two sub-retangles for whih the horizontal sidehas length at least (m=3)2t and at most (2=3)m2t: Aordingly the two subretangles are eahi-allowable for i � t� 2:Before proving the Modi�ed Struture Theorem we examine the validity of the deterministilemmata from Setion 3 in the new setting. Clearly Lemma 3.2 ontinues to hold. We have to bemore areful with Lemma 3.3, 3.4 due to the extra requirement that the output of Sub-Retangle-new should be allowable. This might ause the retangle output by Sub-Retangle to be \strethed".We show �rst that this streth is small.Lemma 4.1 Eah side of the retangle output by Sub-Retangle-new has length at most 1 + 2=mthe length of the orresponding side of the retangle Bs omputed during the proess.Proof: Within the Sub-Retangle proess, the retangle B0 of sidelength s is grown by s=3 in eahdimension. It follows that the lengths of the sides of Bs are within a fator of (s+2s=3)=(2s=3) = 5of eah other. To meet the de�nition of an allowable retangle, we only have to move the boundariesof Bs so that they fall on t-allowable lines. Here t is the maximum integer so that eah side of Bshas length at least 2tm: To ahieve this, we have to extend eah side by at most 2t in eah diretionfor a total inrease by a 1 + 2=m fator. 2Lemma 3.4 ontinues to hold with the modi�ed deomposition. In fat it beomes slightlystronger sine (f. Proof of Lemma 3.4) the left boundary of any allowable retangle produedby Sub-Retangle-new that has sidelength s < L=2 and ontains v is within distane at mosts(1=5 + 1=m) from v: We now give the equivalent to Lemma 3.3 in the modi�ed setting.Lemma 4.2 Let f be a faility. If a utting line segment � produed by Sub-Retangle-New inter-sets an assignment edge (v; f) of length D; � has sidelength at most (5 + 6=m)D:Proof: We outline only the hanges from the Proof of Lemma 3.3. Keeping the same notation, byLemma 4.1 (5=3)y � s � (5=3 + 2=m)y: Sine y=3 < D; we obtain s < (5 + 6=m)D: 2The di�erene between Lemma 3.3 and 4.2 is negligible from the point of view of the Modi�edStruture Theorem sine it only introdues an additive O(D=m2) error term. We an now fouson the probabilisti part of the modi�ed deomposition.The new dissetion is similar to the one from Setion 3. The primary di�erene is that the ran-domization in the Cut-Retangle proess has been diminished. If we add bak some randomizationup front by shifting the original retangle ontaining the input, we an get the same result as inthe Struture Theorem on the expeted inreased ost of a portal respeting solution. We de�ne an(a; b)-shifted oordinate system, 0 � a; b � T one in whih the x and y oordinates are shifted by aand b respetively. The shifting uses wraparound as in [1℄: a vertial line whih had x-oordinatex1 before the shifting has oordinate x1 + a mod T after. If a and b are hosen at random, anyvertial or horizontal line is equally likely to be i-allowable. The new modi�ed ost of an assignmentis de�ned with respet to the new dissetion give above.Theorem 4.1 (Modi�ed Struture Theorem) Let m > 0 be any integer and F � N a setof open failities. If the oordinate system is randomly shifted by (a; b) where a and b are hosenindependently in [0; T ℄ then there is an assignment E suh that the expeted di�erene between thenew modi�ed ost of E and the greedy ost C under F is O(Cmaxf1; log(m)g=m):11



Proof: As mentioned, minor variations of the deterministi lemmata from Setion 3 ontinue to holdin the restrited version of the dissetion. The randomized portion in the proof of Theorem 3.1 onlyreasons about two types of events. Moreover, it reasons about eah event in isolation (f. Cases A1and A2 in the proof, the rest are similar). Thus, we need only be onerned with the probabilities ofeah event. The random shift up front of the oordinate system along with the randomization insidethe proess will ensure that these two types of events our in our deomposition into allowableretangles with approximately the same probability as in the previous deomposition.The �rst event (f. Case A1) is that a line produed by Cut-Retangle-new of length X uts aline segment of length D: The probability of this event is required to be at most 3D=X in the proofof the Struture Theorem. We show that this ontinues to hold albeit with a onstant larger than3. We assume for simpliity, that the line segment is in a retangle R of sidelength exatly X = m2iat some point. (This will be true to within a onstant fator.) If D < 2i; we know that the segmentis ut by at most one i-allowable line. The probability of this event is at most D=2i due to therandom shift. The Cut-Retangle-new proess hooses from m=3 i-allowable lines uniformly atrandom. Thus, the line segment is ut with probability 1=(m=3) times D=2i, whih is 3D=X asrequired. If D > 2i, we notie that D intersets at most dD=2ie < 2D=2i i-allowable lines. Bythe union bound the probability that this line segment is ut during Cut-Retangle-new on R isupperbounded by 2D=2i times 3=m, i.e., 6D=X.The seond event (f. Case A2) is the intersetion of two events; a horizontal line of length Xuts a segment of length L and a vertial line of length Y uts a segment of length D. In the proofof the Struture Theorem, the probability was shown by the total probability theorem to be upperbounded by the produt of the probability bounds of the two events, i.e., 3L=X times 3D=Y . Theseond term represented the onditional probability that edge (v; f) is ut by a line of sidelengthY given that (v; l) was ut by a horizontal line of sidelength X: We argued that the onditionalprobability does not depend on X:For our restrited deomposition, the probability of eah event in isolation an be bounded by6L=X and 6D=Y as argued above. Moreover, we hose the horizontal and vertial shifts indepen-dently and we hoose the horizontal and vertial ut-lines in di�erent proesses. Thus, we an alsoargue that the probability of the intersetion of the two events is at most 6L=X times 6D=Y: 2We now prove a lemma bounding the number of allowable retangles.Lemma 4.3 The number of allowable retangles that ontain l or more points from the input setN is O(m4(n=l) log n):Proof: Our proof uses a harging argument. Let Rl be a retangle on the plane that has minimumsidelength, say L and ontains l points. We bound the ardinality of the set Sl of allowableretangles, whih are distint from Rl; ontain at least l points and have at least one point inommon with Rl: Let Ra be suh a retangle. Then Ra has sidelength at least L; otherwise itwould have been hosen instead of Rl:We bound the number of allowable retangles in Sl with sidelength X 2 [2i�1; 2i℄m by O(m4) asfollows. The orners must fall on the intersetion of two t-allowable lines, that are within distaneX from some side of Rl. Sine allowable retangles have bounded aspet ratio, the possible valuesfor t are 2i�k; k = 0; 1; 2; 3:The number of j-allowable lines that are within distane X from some side of Rl is O(X=2j�1)sine X � L: Thus, the number of orner hoies is O(m2). Two orners must be hosen, so thenumber of retangles in Sl of sidelength X 2 [2i�1; 2i℄m is O(m4): Sine there are O(log n) valuesof i, jSlj = O(m4 logn): 12



Now, we remove Rl and its points from the deomposition, and repeat the argument on theremaining n � l points. The number of repetitions until no points are left is O(n=l) therefore byindution, we get a bound of O(m4(n=l) log n) on the number of allowable retangles that ontainat least l points. 25 The dynami programWe have strutural theorems relative to a partiular deomposition. Unfortunately, the deomposi-tions are de�ned with respet to the faility loations. However, in reality they only use the failityloations in the Sub-retangle steps. Moreover, the number of sub-retangles is at most polynomialin the size of the original retangle. Indeed, the number of allowable sub-retangles is polynomial inm and n: Thus, we an perform dynami programming to �nd the optimal solution. The strutureof the lookup table is similar to the one used in [2℄. We exploit our Struture Theorem and theanalysis on the total number of allowable retangles to obtain a smaller number of entries.The table will onsist of a set of entries for eah allowable retangle that ontains at least onepoint. For eah allowable retangle, we will also enumerate the following� the number of failities in the retangle,� a distane for eah portal to the losest faility in the retangle and� a distane for eah portal to the losest faility outside the retangle.Atually, we will only approximate the distanes to the nearest faility inside and out of theretangle to a preision of s=m for a retangle of sidelength s. Moreover, we do not onsiderdistanes of more than 10s. Finally, the distane value at a portal only hanges by a onstant fromthe distane value at an adjaent portal. This, will allow us to bound the total number of tableentries orresponding to eah allowable retangle by k2O(m): See [2℄ for further details on the tableonstrution.We an ompute the entries for a retangle of sidelength s, by looking at either all the sub-retangles from the Sub-retangle proess or by looking at all ways of utting the retangle intoallowable smaller retangles. This is bounded by O(2O(m)) time per table entry. We bound the tablesize by noting that the total number of allowable retangles is, by Lemma 4.3, at most O(m4n logn).Thus, we an bound the total number of entries in the table and the total omputation time byO(k2O(m)n logn):We an improve this to O(2O(m)n log k logn) by a more areful estimation. By Lemma 4.3, thenumber of allowable retangles that ontain k or more points is O(m4(n=k) log n): If an allowableretangle ontains fewer than l < k points from N; we only need to keep l2O(m) entries for it, sineat most l failities an be plaed inside it. Moreover, the number of allowable retangles ontainingbetween l and 2l points is shown by Lemma 4.3 to be O(m4(n=l) log n): We an now bound thetotal number of table entries byk2O(m)O(m4(n=k) log n) + l<kXl=2i 2O(m)O(m4(n=l) log n)l = O(2O(m)n log k log n):We are now ready to state the main result of the paper.Theorem 5.1 Given an instane of the k-median problem in the 2-dimensional Eulidean spae,and any �xed m > 0; there is a randomized algorithm that omputes a (1 + O(log(m)=m))-approximation, in expetation, with worst ase running time O(2O(m)n log k log n):13



Repeating the algorithm O(log n) times gives a (1 + O(log(m)=m)) approximation guaranteewith probability 1 � o(1): The algorithm an be easily extended to instanes in the d-dimensionalEulidean spae. The main di�erene is that now we work with retangular parallelepipeds whosefaes lie on i-allowable hyperplanes. As a onsequene the bound given in Lemma 4.3 inreases byan O(m2d�4) fator and in the dynami program we have to maintain data for eah of the 2d faesof eah parallelepiped where eah fae ontains md�1 portals. Following the same steps as in theproof of Theorem 5.1 we obtain the following.Theorem 5.2 Given an instane of the k-median problem in the d-dimensional Eulidean spae,and any �xed m > 0; there is a randomized algorithm that omputes a (1 + O(log(m)=m))-approximation, in expetation, with worst-ase running time O(2O(md�1)n log k log n):For the unapaitated faility loation problem we do not need to enumerate the number of fa-ilities open for subrentagles. Only one number per retangle, the minimum ost to open fa-ilities, is enough. Hene we obtain immediately an approximation sheme with running timeO(2O(md�1)n logn) if the input points satisfy the assumptions outlined in Setion 2.Theorem 5.3 Given an instane of unapaitated faility loation in the d-dimensional Eulideanspae, a polynomial in n approximation on the value of the servie ost, and any �xed integer m > 0;there is a randomized algorithm that omputes a (1+O(log(m)=m))-approximation, in expetation,with worst ase running time O(2O(md�1)n log n):For any given auray " > 0; we want ln(m)=m � "; where m is the number of portals and an appropriately small onstant. Let us assume  = 1; sine we an always derease the givenvalue of ": Using the omputer algebra pakage Maple [5℄ we obtain that for m = ln(1=")=(0:5");ln(m)=m � " for any " 2 (0; 0:5) while at the same time m > 2: On the other hand, setting m = 3;always yields an error less than 0:5: Therefore the asymptoti number of portals required for anauray of " in the objetive is O(1 + log(1=")="):We obtain the following reinterpretations of Theorems 5.2, 5.3.Theorem 5.4 Given an instane of the k-median problem in the d-dimensional Eulidean spae,and any �xed " > 0; there is a randomized algorithm that omputes a (1 + ")-approximation, inexpetation, with worst-ase running timeO�2O�(1+ log(1=")" )d�1�n log k log n� :Theorem 5.5 Given an instane of the unapaitated faility loation problem in the d-dimensionalEulidean spae, a polynomial in n approximation on the value of the servie ost, and any �xed" > 0; there is a randomized algorithm that omputes a (1 + ")-approximation, in expetation, withworst-ase running time O�2O�(1+ log(1=")" )d�1�n logn� :Referenes[1℄ S. Arora. Polynomial-time approximation shemes for Eulidean TSP and other geometriproblems. Journal of the ACM, 45:753{782, 1998.14
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